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HELLO

FRIEND,
The Freshwater Trust (TFT) protects and restores
rivers all year round, but the next few months are
our busiest season. It’s all helicopters, plants and
restoration professionals on deck.
Due to permitting and weather, we have a
narrow window when we can install large wood
structures for fish habitat and river complexity in
places like the Sandy River basin.In a matter of
weeks, helicopters will carry massive logs to key
places along a river or creek – places that have
been carefully identified by our project staff this
past quarter. These large wood structures will
improve the overall river function, create new
side channels, and increase the complexity of the
habitat for native fish species. Much of this work
is paid for through grants and contracts. But
another big piece comes from the dollars you’ve
helped raise already this year.

You’ll also hear about our fifth water quality
trading program to benefit the McKenzie River,
won this past quarter.
These reports are intended to shine a spotlight
on what we’ve accomplished with your support
and provide you with a sneak peak of where we’re
going. Our past successes and future wins are
both thanks to you.

The next couple months is also the season when Thank you for your continued
our water deals shine – when the contracts we’ve
support of this organization.
signed with farmers and ranchers kick into action
and save thousands of gallons of water in rivers
that need it – when the temperatures are high
and the fish need all the cool water they can get.
In the next few pages, you’ll read a little about
how these water deals work and how irrigation
efficiency projects have made a huge difference McCailin Wunder
for one northeastern Oregon basin.
Associate Freshwater Fund Director
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SPOTLIGHT

Landscapes
Forged by
Legacy
“It’s how my parents did it and how their parents
did it,” said Jessica Humphreys, restoration project
manager in Enterprise, Oregon. “We hear that a lot.”
Landscapes are forged from legacy.
We have a deep respect for that, and understand the
ways farmers and ranchers have long served as the
foundation of rural economies throughout the West.
Yet we also know there are new ways of working the
land that will ensure the protection of the invaluable
waterways that make their livelihood possible.
Today, The Freshwater Trust (TFT) partners with
landowners throughout Oregon on projects that use
collaborative partnerships, unique funding models,
and technologies to improve the ways crops and
livestock are produced, while keeping local waterways
at sustainable levels for fish populations.

Late this spring, we’ll install a new irrigation efficiency
project on a working ranch in Wallowa county that will
conserve and protect nearly 1,000 gallons per minute
between May and July.

“The Johnston Lane family have
been raising cattle and growing
grass and alfalfa out here for four
decades,” said Humphreys. “The
willingness of individuals to sit at
the table with us and consider
something that they never have
before is what can mean the
difference between water in an
entire river come this summer.
That’s how much it matters.”
In northeastern Oregon, a 31.4-mile tributary exits a
national forest in the Wallowa Mountains and enters
the Wallowa River. The Lostine River has supplied
farms in the region with critical irrigation water for
generations. But as the years grew drier and the
number of farmland diversions increased, salmon
populations plummeted. In the 1960s, Coho went
extinct from this system and in the 1990s Chinook
were almost extirpated.
The factors contributing to this fate were intertwined,
well established and would require equally multifaceted
solutions, trust and avant garde thinking. TFT, the
Nez Perce and Oregon Water Resources Department
(OWRD) brought those.
In 2004, TFT, then Oregon Water Trust, began working
with upper Lostine irrigators to come up with a solution
to extreme low flow conditions caused by water being
diverted for irrigation during the most critical time
of the year for Chinook migration and spawning. The
result of this collaboration, the Lostine Minimum
Flow Agreement, was born in 2005. The program
compensates more than 60 farmers and ranchers for
working together to maintain a minimum flow of 15
cubic feet per second, or approximately 6,700 gallons
per minute, during August and September.
As irrigators became more aware of the issue and the
Minumum Flow Agreement took effect, conditions in
the Lostine improved significantly and the Chinook
numbers rebounded.
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LANDSCAPES
Continued from page 2

“There are so many factors that
impact Chinook populations but
the increase in returns from what
was recorded throughout the
90s underlined the power of these
agreements,” said Humphreys. “The
resource responded in huge ways.”
Even
with the success of the
Minimum Flow Agreement, TFT
Blue indicates where TFT has helped transition land on the Wolfe Family
recognized that the issue needed
Ranch to pivot irrigation systems. Orange is where the new irrigation
to be addressed at multiple
systems will be installed as part of the Johnston Lane conservation
levels and began approaching
project. Miles of the Lostine will benefit from the upgraded irrigation.
farmers and ranchers about
changing the way they’d been
irrigating for generations. In 2017, we secured
and production, as well as use the data to inform future
an agreement and the
subsequent funding
projects in the area.
from OWRD to convert more than 870
“We love being able to say that not only will you be able
acres of flood irrigated land on the Wolfe Family
to ensure there’s water in the river but that you’ll be
Ranch to more precise and efficient pivot irrigation
increasing your yields too,” she said. “Our projects need
systems. This summer, this project will be
to make environmental and economic sense.”
responsible for conserving more than 2,800
gallons of water per minute.
Our second project is set to be installed in a matter
of months and will convert 270 acres to center pivot
systems on the neighboring ranch.

“What I love about this new
project is that the impetus for it
really came from watching TFT
work on their neighbor’s
property and being able to talk
to the Wolfe family about their
experience,” said Humphreys.
“When you’re talking about
making changes to livelihood,
you want to make sure it’s going
to be a win-win.”

Other benefits of the upgraded infrastructure include
decreased use of pesticides and reduced runoff.
Operation of pivots is also less time intensive than
flood irrigating which allows farmers and ranchers more
time to focus on other aspects of their operation.

“Legacy is just a part of working the
land – a beautiful part” said
Humphreys. “What we’re trying to
ensure is that when the next
generation says, 'that’s how my
parents did it,' they’re talking about
projects like these.”

A year after transitioning from flood irrigation to
pivot systems the Wolfe’s estimated a 10 to 20%
increases in agricultural production. Through
monitoring of the Lostine River Conservation
project TFT is able to track the increase in efficiency
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SPOTLIGHT

Fifth Water Quality
Trading Program
in Oregon
This quarter, The Freshwater Trust (TFT) signed an
agreement with the Metropolitan Wastewater Management
Commission (MWMC) of Eugene-Springfield, Oregon, to
implement an innovative restoration program that ensures
warm water discharged from the community’s wastewater
treatment plant doesn’t negatively impact the cold-water
environments needed by native fish species.
TFT will help the MWMC select dozens of the best sites
to replant streamside vegetation along the McKenzie
River and its tributaries to provide shade, efficiently
and cost-effectively offsetting the temperature impacts
of the treatment plant. The amount of sun blocked by
the newly planted trees and shrubs will be quantified,
turned into credits, and allow the MWMC to achieve and
maintain compliance with the Clean Water Act (CWA).

Staff working on a restoration
project in the Rogue.
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This approach is known as a “water quality trading
program” (WQT) and the MWMC’s program will be the
fifth that TFT has led for compliance in the Northwest.
In 2012, TFT partnered with the City of Medford to
implement a nationally recognized trading program in
the Rogue River basin, and in that same year, worked
for Portland General Electric to offset temperature
impacts from the Port of St. Helens.
Over the last several years, TFT has also worked with
the Idaho Power Company to develop a large-scale
watershed compliance program in the Snake River
Basin. And in 2018, TFT signed a contract with the
City of Ashland to generate a WQT program that will
yield additional restoration projects in the Rogue
River basin.

“TFT’s deep knowledge of water
quality trading rules, the ability to
navigate the regulatory
landscape, and their proven
capability as an environmental
steward are key reasons we
selected them as a partner,” said
Todd Miller, environmental
analyst with the City of
Springfield. “What they’re able to
offer is a full suite of services that
are required to go forward with
such a solution.”
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“We are hearing from more and
more cities that are willing to explore
innovative restoration options for
meeting their temperature
compliance under the Clean Water
Act,” said Alex Johnson, Freshwater
Fund Director with TFT. “We’re
proud that now five major utilities are
entrusting us to do that and know that
these programs offer bigger
environmental upsides in comparison
to some of the other options.”

McKenzie River
Photo: Robert Asworth

The MWMC and TFT first collaborated on a pilot of the
program, which led to three restoration sites planted
and verified between 2013 and 2016. TFT continues to
maintain and monitor the pilot sites.
“The MWMC was very proactive in their approach,” said
Tim Wigington, finance director with TFT. “Long before
they had to come up with a solution, they wanted to
test out new ways of looking at the problem, and really
understand how those ‘green compliance’ options
would work, and what they would cost. Their initial
willingness to think outside the box was the catalyst for
this program.”
An additional catalyst is the pairing of the MWMC’s
program with the regional drinking water protection
program, called Pure Water Partners (PWP). The
PWP compensates landowners for protecting healthy
riparian forests while also encouraging restoration of
degraded areas.
“The MWMC and PWP programs share geography and
closely intertwined goals,” said Olivia Duren, riparian
analyst with TFT. “This collaboration is a model of
watershed-level management that other watersheds
should look to for instruction and inspiration, and a
model for how to leverage a WQT program to help
achieve even greater gains.”
Before anything is planted, TFT will employ modeling
to analyze the places where restoration will have the
greatest impact and be the most cost effective. TFT then
helps the MWMC package up those benefits so that they
are consistent with Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality regulations and U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency policies associated with trading.
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Under the CWA, a city or any point source of pollution
can offset its temperature impacts and protect water
quality by using grey infrastructure options, such as a
cooling tower or a holding pond, which both chill the
water before it is discharged back into the river. Some
facilities may also explore efficient reuse of the water.
“But when you plant trees, you’re also sequestering
carbon, helping improve pollinator habitat and habitat
for native fish species, preventing bank erosion, and
filtering runoff,” said Johnson. “These benefits are much
more meaningful for the resource.”
The McKenzie is a tributary of the Willamette River and
drains 1,300 square miles of western Oregon. It is a
primary drinking water source and recreation resource
for the city of Eugene and supports vibrant populations
of Chinook, cutthroat and rainbow trout.
“Enhancing the cold-water environment of the Willamette
River system through watershed restoration, including
riparian shade restoration, has been recognized as one
of the most ecologically effective means of temperature
compliance,” said Miller. “But what’s also important is
that this option makes financial sense.”
Chillers and storage lagoons can cost millions of dollars
just to build , whereas natural infrastructure alternatives
are often the lowest cost alternative over time.
“This factor has always allowed the solutions we propose
to be viable,” said Wigington. “We care about the bottom
line for cities, for individuals, for landowners. For us,
the environmental solutions we design need to make
economic sense too. This is how they become lasting
and scalable, and we are in the business of building
change that lasts.”
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WANT TO SUPPORT THE FRESHWATER
TRUST'S RESTORATION AND
CONSERVATION THIS SUMMER?

PURCHASE A YETI TUMBLER AND TAKE IT ON THE RIVER.
PROCEEDS HELP PROTECT AND RESTORE RIVERS.

a t t e n d | The next Fly Fishing Film Night at Pro Photo Supply on July 25
c h e c k o u t | Our latest Streamside blogs
d o n a t e | To this summer’s restoration work

THEFRESHWATERTRUST.ORG
700 SW TAYLOR ST • STE 200 • PORTLAND, OR • 97205 • (503) 222-9091

